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From the Curator’s Desk 

The Museum’s current exhibition in the Worcestershire Soldier Gallery is on the 1st Battalion in North 

West Europe in 1944-5.  This ends shortly.   However, looking forward, we are fast approaching a 

number of very significant anniversaries for the Regiment.   Starting with in February with “WFR 50” 

the fiftieth anniversary of the amalgamation of The Worcestershire and Sherwood Foresters 

Regiment, followed by the tercentenary of 29th Regiment of Foot’s involvement in the “Boston 

Massacre” in March.   In May, it is the 70th anniversary of the 1st Battalion’s deployment to Malaya 

and finally, in June the 80th anniversary of the 7th and 8th Battalions of the Worcestershire Regiment 

in France and the retreat to Dunkirk. 

 

We are currently in the process of a number of significant additions and improvements to the gallery.   

A new case for display of the Military General Service Medal (1793-1814) of John Freeman, a Black 

Drummer of the 29th Foot was installed on the 8th May with additional material on the interactive. 

   

However, there is no display in the Gallery that considers, or explores the role of the Army, or indeed 

the Regiment, as a repository for cultural heritage.   In fact, there is nowhere in the galleries that “the 

treasures of the Regiment” or indeed of the Officers’ Mess are examined.  This is a very significant 

omission.  

 

This was recently highlighted by the deployment of the 2nd 

Battalion, The Mercian Regiment to Cyprus, which 

occasioned the recall of a number of significant loan items 

to the Museum in Worcester, as either being unsuitable for 

the environmental conditions in Cyprus or of too great an 

historic or intrinsic value to be sent overseas.  Perhaps, 

the two most significant objects being, the centre-piece of 

the 36th Regiment of Foot and a mid-eighteenth century 

portrait of Lt. Col. Kennedy (who commanded the 29th 

Foot, 1717 to 1743). These are both historically very 

important but are also very large objects, which will neither 

fit into our extant display cases, nor in the case of the 

Kennedy portrait onto the wall in our galleries.  

 

The return of these items and the fact that many of the 

Regimental treasures languish in store for want of a case 

and context in which to display them, led us to discussions 

with Museums Worcestershire (who host our gallery) and 

the curator of the Worcestershire Yeomanry Collection 

(with whom we share our gallery).  As a result of reviewing 

the Worcestershire Solider Gallery with these partners, it 

was decided there is a redundant Home Front display which occupies a very prominent position. 

Although this was relevant to the national curriculum in 2004 it no longer is.  The replacement of this 
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display with a large case, which can act as a stunning focal point for the gallery and allow us to 

explore the theme of mess life and cultural heritage of the Regiments.  The case has been designed 

in order to allow maximum flexibility in its use which would facilitate changing displays to reflect 

different aspects of the collection, as well as acting as an extension to our temporary exhibition 

facilities. 

 

It is hoped that this display will add a window into military life that we have been unable to offer and 

thus appeal to a wider audience and demonstrate that the Army is an important repository of the 

nation’s cultural heritage. 

 

The case will cost over £17,000 to purchase and install and to date, we have secured a grant of 

£4,000 from the Army Museums Ogilby Trust, the Trustees of the Museum have earmarked £5,000 

of capital monies and the Yeomanry have offered £2,000.   

 

As part of our drive to digitise the archives of the regiment to help conserve them by reducing physical 

handling and thereby making them more accessible to researchers and the general public the 

volunteers have digitised all the Recruitment books 1919 to 1945, the Both complete runs of the 

regimental magazines Firm and Firm and Forester, The complete run of the ‘Green un’ from the 1st 

Battalion in Malaya and the officer’s records of service for the 36th Foot 1700 to 1881.  In addition, 

the Museum is taking part in the AMOT WWI digitisation project.  This is a three year, £5m project 

funded by Libor monies to digitise Regimental and Corps museums archives.  It covers the period 

1900-1929.  It is intended to create a backup resource and will produce a digital museum archive for 

each museum to use for its own benefit.  The copyright of all material will remain with the individual 

museum archives.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Available in paperback for the first time! 
£13.99 + post and packaging. (Additional 
postage outside UK by arrangement).  

 

'The First Battalion The Worcestershire 
Regiment in North West Europe' by Major 
D. Y. Watson 

Originally published in 1946, and written by 
one of the officers of the Battalion, the book 
has been significantly updated, indexed and 
augmented by citations for awards and is 
now available in a short 75th Anniversary 
print run. 

 

If you are interested in purchasing a copy 
please contact Pamela Langford on 01905 
721982 or email admin-
mercianregimentmuseum@btconnect.com.  
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Memories from the Western Front 
 
Recruiters in the early stages of the First World War tended to turn a blind eye to boys enlisting 
underage, but by 1916 politicians, in response to concerns raised by many parents, demanded 
action. This letter from Pte J Hall to the Secretary of the Regimental Association written in 1975 is 
the only indication in the archives of the action taken to address this problem.  
 
I read in the Sunday Express a few weeks ago a lengthy and interesting account of the Armistice on the 
Western Front at Xmas in 1914, but I disagreed with the author on one point, inasmuch he said it never 
happened again. It did in fact happen again, and I was there and part of it, and I immediately wrote to the 
Sunday Express and related the incident in which I was involved. I received a reply from the paper in 
which they said the author has made extensive enquiries, and could find no record of what I had told 
them. The little armistice as I will call it was about mid-January 1918, and the Batt was holding the line 
on Passchendaele Ridge in the Tyne Cot area. I had just rejoined the Batt from hospital after being 
wounded in the big tank battle in the previous November, at Cambrai.  
 
One morning troops from both German and English trenches met in No Man’s Land and exchanged 
cigarettes and souvenirs until late afternoon, when the truce was broken by our 18 pounder Batteries who 
put over a few salvos and sent everyone scurrying to their trenches Now this may not have been on such 
a large scale as the 1914 armistice, but it was real enough, and in those dreadful wastes of 
Passchendaele it was wonderful to be able to leave your trenches and walk in No Man’s Land in broad 
daylight without being shot to pieces. How it originated or who instigated it I do not know, but it was 
spontaneous. Our gunners broke it up upon some higher authority no doubt. Fortunately, the Germans 
did not retaliate. The only two officers names at that time who I can remember after this long lapse of 
time Capt Smith (Adjutant) and Lieut Thomas (Intelligence), who was later killed at Pill Box 83 on the 
same front. Capt Smith was invalided to England, about May or June 1918. 
 
A brief history of my service with the 4th Worcesters began in November 1915 when I, with several others 
left Devonport on the SS Nile as reinforcements for the Batt who were then fighting on Gallipoli. As the 
evacuation of the Peninsular was then being contemplated, we were then diverted to Alexandria 
eventually joining the Batt at Suez. We left for France in March 1916, eventually arrived on the Somme 
front. After the horrific battle at Beaumont Hamel on July 1st 1916, we were withdrawn from the Somme 
and went for a spell on the Ypres front, which was a quiet area at that time. Back to the Somme in October 
at Le Transloy, where there was more mud than ever, then to Guedecourt with more horrors. Came 
November and I was sent for by the Colonel commanding, to his dugout in a sunken road, who told me I 
was to be sent to the 4th Army school at Flixecourt, because he discovered I was not old enough to be in 
the trenches. Five or six hundred young soldiers like myself were at Flixecourt for about nine months. 
Eventually rejoined the Batt on the Passchendaele front at Langemarck. After the battle of Langemarck 
on October 14th we went south once more to a village called Berles au Bois which was quite close to the 
old front lines prior to the German withdrawal to the Hindenburg line earlier in the year. We stayed in this 
village for about six weeks preparing for the secret battle of Cambrai. We edged up to battle stations in 
several easy night marches. Everything was hush hush and very secret. We arrived at our station on the 
night of the 19th November, and at 7.30 a.m. the most terrific bombardment imaginable came from our 
guns and we later moved forward as daylight approached and saw the most wonderful sight of the war. 
Hundreds of tanks moving forward like huge beatles, flattening the barbed wire in front of the Hindenburg 
line, and was 80 to 100 yards deep. Opposition from the Germans was almost nil. I was attached to Batt 
Headquarters at that time as a Batt runner and we attached ourselves to a tank and felt as secure as 
walking on Oxford Street. We penetrated 5 or six miles that day, it was fortunate, after our experiences 
on the Somme and Passchendaele, opposition was still very weak, then for some unknown reason we 
were halted at Masnieres, where we lost our commanding officer from a sniper’s bullet. I was wounded 
on the afternoon of the 21st November and went to 26th General Hospital at Etaples, and rejoined the Batt 
in January as described earlier. We went through the Lys offensive seeing action at Neuve Eglise, Lieppe 
Forest, notorious Outlestene Ridge. We took part in Foch’s great counter offensive in August 1918 and 
eventually marched into Germany and crossed the Rhine via the great Hohenzollern Bridge, a great 
ceremonial occasion. I was one of 52 officers and men to represent the 4th Batt on a civic reception 
following a march through Worcester in June 1919. I hope my brief narrative has been of interest to you 
particularly the “Little Armistice”. 
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The 29th in Mauritius 1826 to 1837 
 
 
This island in the Indian Ocean was first occupied in the 16th century by the Dutch, whose ships 
called in there on their way to their colony in Indonesia. They named it after Prince Maurice of Nassau 
but did not exploit it apart from introducing sugar cane and selling ebony from its forests. But their 
small settlement did not prosper and they abandoned the island in 1710. It was taken over by the 
French five years later who re-named it Ile de France, expanded sugar cane production and brought 
in slaves from Madagascar to work in the plantations. After an abortive attempt to defeat the French 
fleet there during the Napoleonic Wars the British occupied 
the island in 1810 and it remained a British colony until 
1968 when it gained independence.  
 
In June 1826 the 29th, commanded by Lt Col James 
Simpson, who later rose to the rank of general and ended 
his career as C-in-C in the Crimea War, sailed from Ireland 
in three ships and disembarked at Port Louis, the capital, 
to join the garrison in September. On arrival several 
detachments were sent to other locations on the island. By 
June 1827 the 29th had concentrated at Mahebourg where 
the regiment was inspected by the Governor and 
Commander-in-Chief who noted in his report that the last 
three of the regiment’s black drummers were on parade.  
Thereafter the 29th HQ moved periodically between 
Mahebourg and Port Louis with detachments garrisoning 
smaller settlements around the island. Some of these 
detachments were employed on road building. Members of 
the 29th were twice deployed to Seychelles, in 1831 to 
suppress an attempt by French settlers to import slaves into 
one of the islands, and in 1833 to quell a mutiny by slaves 
on another island. 
 
Travel by sea was a major hazard at this period with limited facilities on many vessels for accurate 
navigation. While it was possible to take a noon sight on the sun with a sextant to establish latitude, 
(position north or south of the equator), few small ships carried the chronometers to calculate 
longitude, (position relative to the Greenwich meridian), and they relied therefore on dead reckoning 
based on rough estimates of a ship’s speed. The accuracy of both these calculations was critical in 
ensuring that ships returning to Britain from the Indian Ocean did not get too close to the east coast 
of Africa and travelled far enough south to clear the Cape of Good Hope.  
 
The Doncaster, a British barque of 235 tons sailed from Port Louis for London on 20th June 1836 
with Capt John Weir, one sergeant and twelve rank and file on board, all invalids. This tonnage 
seems small compared with the many East Indiamen which plied their trade between Britain and 
India at this period, which had an average tonnage of 1200. But East Indiamen presumably seldom 
called at Mauritius on their way home as they would have left India fully laden. The Doncaster was 
wrecked on 18th July on the Aghuilas Bank about 70 miles NE of the Cape of Good Hope and the 
bodies of some of the men picked up on the shore were identified as having 29th regiment buttons 
on their tunics. It has not however been possible from the documents available to establish the 
names of all the 29th men who were drowned in this shipwreck. The muster rolls show the names of 
38 men listed as being in hospital for most of June, but most of these were still there in July; only 
Capt Weir and 5 men are listed as having drowned on 18 July. They are: 
101 Cpl Brian Feeney, enlisted aged 22 on 6 May 1812; 279 Pte William Hughes, enlisted aged 24 
on 15 June 1819; 165 Pte George Ridgeway, enlisted aged 18 on 3 December 1813; 454 Pte William 
Terry, enlisted aged 19 on 4 June 1825; 781 Pte Michael Feran, enlisted aged 19 on 26 January 
1831. 
 

General Sir James Simpson GCB. 

Engraving held in the Museum archives.  
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A memorial to those lost is reported to have been erected on the shore at the time but this could not 
be found by the 2nd Battalion when it was in South Africa in 1903. 
 
49 vessels are known to have been shipwrecked on the Aghuilas Bank during the 19th century, 
including at least three others which were carrying troops, The Arniston, an East Indiaman in 1815, 
6 survivors out of 378 on board, the Birkenhead in 1852, 184 out of 643 including some members of 
the 45th, and the Clyde in 1879 with no loss of life.  

 
Drunkenness was a major problem in the garrison. The outgoing Governor deplored its prevalence 
on leaving in 1833, his successor commented on it shortly after taking up his appointment and the 
CO referred to it regularly in routine orders. In May 1834, when the regiment was based in Port Louis, 
the CO ordered that the dangers of drink should be explained to the men on parade twice a week in 
the following terms: 
“The first disease to be noticed is that known by the name of the Horrors. No sober man can possibly 
be afflicted with it, but it is a frequent occurrence amongst drunkards. 
Horrors, if taken in time, may be cured; but if it is not noticed in its early stages, or if its attacks are 
repeated, it generally terminates in death. In old confirmed drunkards – many of whose names the 
CO could now mention – all efforts to save their lives, if attacked by the Horrors, are in vain, and old 
offenders like them, are always liable to a sudden attack of the disease. ---- it is incumbent on the 
officers and NCOs to watch which men as are known to be drinkers or muddlers, and whenever they 
show any shaking or tremor – any confusion or incoherence in their manner or speech –  any want 
of sleep or restlessness at night – or raving or talking in their sleep – such symptoms ought 
immediately to be made known, that the men may be examined by a Medical Officer.  
The next disease, which is very fatal to the soldier, is the Bowel Complaint, and this disease is almost 
invariably caused by drink, and more may die by Bowel complaint than any other disease in this 
island – and it must be evident to any man that those soldiers who have wasted their health and 
strength by continual drinking, are the most liable to the disease. ……. 
The CO will mention one more fact for general information – Since the arrival of the Regiment in the 
Island 154 NCOs and soldiers have died of it on this island and the Seychelles, and very nearly the 
whole of those men have met their death in the prime of life from diseases caused by the continuance 
of the beastly and degrading practice of habitual drunkenness….”. 
 
By June 1837 the CO was pleased to record that crime, including drunkenness, had been reduced 
during the preceding year while it had been back in Mahebourg, and that the 29th was the only 
regiment in the garrison which had not had a soldier die in hospital for the previous eight months. In 
order to encourage this improvement to be continued as it returned to Port Louis for its last few 
months before embarking for England, he relaxed the restrictions on drinking in the canteen while at 
the same time threatening severe action for further acts of drunkenness. 
 
This appears to have had the desired effect as the Governor, in his farewell message to the regiment 
on its departure in December “considered it his duty to report to the General commanding in Chief 
in the highest terms his opinion on the general state of the 29th, and has only to add the assurance 
of his most fervent wishes for the future welfare of all ranks of that distinguished corps”.         

‘View of Port Louis, Mauritius’, Engraving held in the Museum archives. 
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Llanelli 1911: The Soldiers Dilemma 

The Riot Act is now little more than a figure of speech. As recently as a century ago however it 
constituted the legal basis for the use of lethal force against the civil population by the military; and 
in the so-called golden age of pre-1914 Britain was used more than once to deal with civil 
disturbances. 
 
Before the creation of police forces, the military provided the state with the ultimate means of 
maintaining order. In practice the regulars were used infrequently; but the Yeomanry formations were 
created explicitly for the purpose of protecting the interests of their patrons, the landed ruling class 
of the 18th and 19th centuries. To these people the threat of civil disorder leading to revolution had 
been very real since France had shown the way; and the urbanisation of a rapidly expanding 
population employed in new industries raised questions of social cohesion.  
 
But employing the military in a civil dispute carried serious problems. The hope was that the threat 
of lethal force would be sufficient of itself to overawe a recalcitrant gathering. But if it did not, the 
military had few other options; they were neither trained nor equipped for any sort of crowd control. 
Moreover, lethal force tended to create its own problems, usually by aggravating grievances. The 
so-called Boston Massacre gave impetus to the dissidents in the American colonies; more recently, 
Bloody Sunday converted the IRA from a sect of cranks to a popular cause. 
 
By the turn of the 19th century there was increasing recognition that military action to maintain civil 
order in the British Isles - the colonies were of course different - was undesirable, and given the 
development of the police it was in the main not necessary. But paradoxically the Edwardian era saw 
challenges to law and order on an unprecedented scale. By this time the workers in the major 
industries were heavily unionised, they had many grievances, and the legislation recently introduced 
by the reforming Liberal government elected in 1906 provided a legal framework within which 
effective industrial action was possible. 
 
It was against this background that from late 1910 into the swelteringly hot summer of 1911 there 
were national and local strikes in the country’s major industries (mining, railways, docks, ship-
building, firemen, seamen, textiles), on an unprecedented scale.  In many places the police struggled 
to maintain order as feelings ran high, especially when employers tried to break the strikes by 
employing non-union labour. Despite the reluctance of the Home Office to use the army, the military 
were deployed in a number of locations to support the police and to overawe troublemakers. In many 
places their mere presence was effective. In others they took action, rioters being shot and killed in 
Liverpool. Inevitably too there were difficulties in the heavily industrialised South Wales, and in 
several places the civil authorities asked for military help. At Tonypandy in November 1910 the police 
dealt with the disorder; the military (the relevant GOC was reluctant to see his soldiers involved and 
the Home Secretary [a young Winston Churchill] for the same reasons intervened personally to delay 
their arrival) made haste slowly and so arrived in time to fraternise with the locals rather than fight 
them. At Llanelli in August 1911 the situation was altogether uglier. 
 
Llanelli was a major railway hub 
which therefore became the 
focus of much action in the 
railway workers’ strike. The 
unions blocked the line, and did 
so in numbers; some 500 strikers 
supported by some 5000 
sympathisers were involved. 
There was some disorder in the 
town itself and the Riot Act had 
been read on the afternoon of 
Friday 18 August when 150 men 
of the 1st Battalion, The 
Worcestershire Regiment and 

Crowds gather in Llanelli in August 1911 (Image source: BBC) 
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100 of the Devonshire Regiment arrived under the command of Major Brownlow Stuart of the 
Worcestershire. Major Stuart met with strike organisers and appealed to them not to oblige him to 
use force to carry out his orders to keep the line open. His appeal (according to his account) met 
with a positive response. In the early afternoon of the following day (Saturday) a train manned by a 
volunteer crew arrived at Llanelli, passed through the station, and was stopped in a cutting just 
outside the station. Strikers boarded the engine, assaulted the crew and immobilised the train. Major 
Stuart and his Worcestershire men doubled along the line from the station to help. 
 

There followed a confrontation between the 
soldiers alongside the train and the strikers on the 
bank above them. Objects were thrown at the 
soldiers, and these became increasingly 
dangerous, with bricks inflicting injuries.  Major 
Stuart attempted to defuse the situation by 
mounting the bank and speaking to some of the 
demonstrators. This appeared to work temporarily, 
but when the missile throwing resumed he warned 
the crowd “in a loud voice” to disperse. It is clear 
that nobody believed that the soldiers would 
actually fire, so the missiles continued to rain down. 
Stuart ordered shots to be fired at individual stone 
throwers on the bank (“5 or 6 shots at 10 second 
intervals”), two men were shot and killed, (one of 
them a local who had come to see what was going 
on) and the crowd dispersed. It was impossible to 
move the train, so the soldiers returned to the 
station. 
 
It is clear that the locals were incensed by the 
shooting. That evening a mob attacked the station 
and the soldiers were effectively besieged there. 
During the night the station (and the abandoned 
train) was comprehensively wrecked and looted, 
and in the resulting blaze explosives in the stores 
were detonated, causing five further deaths and 

more serious injuries. Military reinforcements arrived in the early morning of Sunday, and the 
combined police and soldiers then fought it out with the rioters in the town streets. Order was restored 
by the afternoon, with yet more injuries, including bayonet wounds. And by then the strike had been 
resolved by negotiations in London, which were finalised while the fighting in Llanelli was at its peak. 
 
The use of lethal force was clearly not successful. The line was not cleared, the stationary train was 
not secured, and the riot provoked by the shooting resulted in very serious damage and further 
deaths and injuries. But it is impossible not to feel sympathy for Stuart. His orders (according to his 
evidence to the coroner) were to ensure the passage of trains along the line. This was strike-
breaking, which inevitably put him on a collision course with the strikers. And it was mission 
impossible given the scale of the opposition. Tactically his soldiers were in a highly disadvantageous 
position in the cutting and a retreat at that point was likely to have encouraged further trouble. There 
were no easy options. Interestingly he did not defend his decision to order the shooting on grounds 
of self-defence, but cited his orders to keep the line open (and he frankly acknowledged his failure 
to do so). This was not queried by the coroner (as it would certainly be today), and the jury clearly 
accepted his position, returning a verdict of justifiable homicide, with the comment: “That we think it 
would have been better if other measures than giving the order to fire had been adopted by Major 
Stuart for the purpose of dispersing the crowd”. 
 
It is difficult to take issue with the jury’s observation; but it is equally difficult to identify what other 
measures had in practice been open to him. 

 

Brig-Gen Burleigh Francis Brownlow Stuart 
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D DAY – 6th June 1944 
 

The 1st Battalion The Worcestershire Regiment landed in Normandy on D+16, but at least three men who had 

served in the regiment were amongst the first to land by glider in the early hours of D Day as part of 6th Airborne 

Division.  

 

First and foremost was Major General 

RN Gale MC who had been 

commissioned into the regiment in 

1915 and who was awarded the MC in 

1918 while serving with the Machine 

Gun Corps. After service with the 3rd 

Battalion in India he received 

accelerated promotion into another 

regiment. In 1939 he was a major in the 

War Office and by 1941 he was 

Commander 1st Parachute Brigade. As 

Commander 6th Airborne Division in 

1944 he had the task of capturing what 

became known as Pegasus Bridge and 

neutralising the Ranville Battery 

amongst other objectives, in advance 

of the beach landings. He was 

awarded the DSO for his part in the 

battle on the recommendation of his 

staff for ‘inspiring his men by his indomitable resolution and vigour’.  On returning to his headquarters when 

the battle was going well he was heard to declaim, half to himself, Henry V’ s immortal words before Agincourt 

from Shakespeare’s Henry the Fifth: 

 

‘And gentlemen in England now a-bed,  

Shall think themselves accurs’d they were not here’ 

 

Alf Deakin and Bill Lawler both enlisted in 1933 and after training at the regimental depot at Norton Barracks 

were posted to the 1st Battalion in Plymouth before joining a draft to the 2nd Battalion in Tientsin, China in 1934, 

before the battalion moved to India in 1936. Both of them returned to England in 1943 as sargeants on 

completion of their overseas tour and rejoined the 1st Battalion. A short time after his return Deakin reverted in 

rank to private to join the Corps of Military Police and after training, volunteered to join the Provost Company 

of 6th Airborne Division. One of its tasks after the landing was the close protection of General Gale, but initially 

all personnel except medics were required to act as infantrymen until the operational situation had stabilised. 

He was accordingly attached to C Company 1st Royal Ulster Rifles and landed with them by glider. As his 

account of his experiences shows he had an unscheduled meeting with both General Gale and Bill Lawler on 

the evening after the landing: 

 

On the night of D Day along with my mate I was guarding a culvert underneath the only road held by the British 

in the forward area of the bridgehead about half a mile from the village of Ranville. There was a good chance 

of an enemy patrol trying to blow up the road. During the evening General Gale suddenly appeared out of the 

gloom, entirely alone and asked if everything was OK. Later on, at about 2200 hours, when it was dark but not 

pitch black, we were lying against the slope of the ditch feeling very tired. After all we had had no sleep the 

previous night, being finally briefed, driven to the airfield, loading gliders with ammo, equipment, motor bikes, 

jeeps etc. We took off as part of Advanced Div HQ under General Gale in the early hours of 6th June and we 

cut off from our tug plane landing in the darkness in Normandy just before 0400 hours, not meeting any 

opposition, only a bumpy landing in a field of stubble and poles. It was in the pre-planned landing zone which 

was protected by the paras who had landed a few hours previously.   

 

Leaning against the ditch it was not surprising we were tired, then in an instant we were wide awake and fully 

alert when we heard, coming from the sharp end, the sound of footsteps on the road. As the sound got louder 

I eased myself up to look along the road and could just see a party of men trotting along the road wearing 

enemy coal-scuttle tin hats. In a flash I was back down in the ditch. We had already decided that if a situation 

Airspeed AS.51 Horsa under tow 
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like this arose discretion was to take the place of valour as we only had a sten gun and two grenades each. 

As they got nearer I looked again and much to my relief I could see they were wearing the crash-helmet type 

of steel helmet worn by our airborne troops. I clambered quickly up onto the road, greeted them and asked 

where they were going, half wondering if the enemy had broken through our thin defence line up front. As I 

Jogged with them I learned they were glider pilots heading for the beach in order to return home. Suddenly a 

voice from amongst them shouted “What the hell are you doing here Deakin?” It was Bill Lawler. I ran on 

for about a mile chatting to him. He told me that shortly after I had left the 1st Battalion he had applied to join 

the Glider Pilot Regiment. He had flown in that morning as a second pilot as he had not completed enough 

hours to be a first pilot. Before I left I wished him luck, gave him the next of kin page from my pay book and 

asked him to contact my wife. This was the last time I saw him but we corresponded for a time after the war. 

 

When I got back to the culvert my mate called me several unprintable names for leaving him on his own. But 

at least it was warm and dry in the ditch, and apart from the distant sound of small arms fire, and the spasmodic 

shelling and mortaring from the beachhead, it could have been worse. As the hours rolled on it was difficult to 

stay awake but eventually at about 0200 hours a runner appeared to take us back to the platoon which was 

dug in on the edge of an orchard. Shortly after arriving we moved forward for a company attack on the village 

of Longeval and had a few scares as we advanced which turned out to be cattle lumbering about in the dark. 

It was a long approach march but after a halt the scouts found the objective which we were told was occupied 

by the enemy. As we moved forward to surround the village the local dogs started barking and some rifle shots 

rang out. We replied with 2 inch mortars and some verey lights went up then all went quiet. Our sections 

leapfrogged forward then some peasants appeared and told us the enemy had fled. We then occupied the 

village but did not have time to dig in before dawn so we hid behind walls and in some of the buildings to avoid 

snipers and periodic mortar fire from an enemy position to our rear. We lay ‘doggo’ until nightfall when we 

started to dig a defensive position. But the following day 

there was no enemy movement, probably because of 

frequent RAF sorties firing rockets to our front. That 

evening my mate and I were ordered to carry some 

wounded back on stretchers before rejoining our Provost 

company. 

 

In letters exchanged after the war Deakin learned that 

Bill Lawler had also landed gliders at Arnhem and the 

Rhine Crossing and had survived unscathed, and on the 

disbandment of the Glider Pilot Regiment in 1947 he had 

been posted to the South Staffords and served a full 

career. While with them he served in UK and Hong Kong, 

played an active part in shooting and sporting 

competitions and rose to the rank of WO2. Alf Deakin left 

the army after the war ended but remained in touch with 

the regiment and some of his old comrades for many 

years. 

 

General Sir Richard Gale GCB KBE DSO MC remained 

in command of airborne troops for the rest of the war, 

and his last two appointments were C-in-C BAOR and 

Northern Army Group, and DSACEUR. He also found 

time to be a very active Colonel of the Regiment 1950-

67.  

 

We are grateful to the Staffordshire Regiment museum research team for the 

information on Lawler’s service with the South Staffords. 

General Sir Richard Gale  

 

CSM Bill Lawler after 

the War in The South 

Staffordshire 

Regimental 

Swimming Team. 

Alf Deakin… 
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The Guatemalan Claim to Belize  
 
Roger Christian has alerted us to the revival by 
Guatemala of its long-standing claim to over 
40% of the territory of Belize which they 
pursued more vigorously when it was the 
colony of British Honduras (BH). After a 
referendum the Belize government has 
referred the claim for arbitration to the 
International Court of Justice at The Hague. 
 
When the 1st Bn The Worcestershire Regiment 
served as garrison battalion in the Caribbean 
1957-60 B Company was based in BH and 
there were two occasions during the tour when 
the existence of the Guatemalan claim led to 
reinforcement of the garrison. The colony was 
taking its first steps towards self - government 
but was still firmly under Colonial Office control, 
with a legislative assembly (or parliament) 
composed of roughly half elected and half 
nominated members, and an executive council 
(or cabinet) consisting of ten members; three 
elected members of the leading political party 
who held portfolios in the government, three 
nominated members and three officials, 
presided over by the Governor, Sir Colin 
Thornley, who had a casting vote. 
 
During 1957 it was discovered that the leader of the main political party, George Price, who was one 
of the elected members of the executive council, had held unauthorised talks with the Guatemalan 
government which was considered incompatible with his position as a member of the colony’s 
government. As the officials did not have a majority in the executive council the Governor discussed 
the situation individually with each of the nominated members, all of whom undertook to support his 
proposal to dismiss George Price. He was a popular figure locally so there was some concern that 
his dismissal might lead to unrest beyond the ability of B Company to control. As a precaution 
therefore it was decided to send for reinforcements. A Company in Jamaica which was designated 
the battalion’s ‘Fire Brigade’ company so it was detailed for the task. 
 
It was arranged that A Company less one platoon would sail to BH in the Caribbean guardship, the 
frigate HMS Ulster on 4 December, to arrive immediately after the executive council was due to meet 
to consider George Price’s action, but the troops were not to disembark or be visible from the shore 
until the Governor gave his approval. They would be followed by the company HQ and the other 
platoon who would fly to BH by a BWIA Viking on the morning of 6 December in time for the company 
commander, Major TJ Bowen, to be briefed by the Governor prior to the executive council meeting 
at 1400 hours that afternoon. It was particularly important that HMS Ulster was not seen from the 
shore before 1400 hours because prior to meetings of the executive council the participants always 
convened on the verandah of the Governor’s office from which the harbour was clearly visible, before 
being invited into the office for the meeting. 
 
Elaborate precautions were taken to ensure A Company’s departure from Jamaica was not noticed; 
the troops embarked on HMS Ulster in darkness for the 40 hour passage to Belize and remained 
below deck until the ship was well out to sea, and two days later company HQ and the third platoon 
boarded the aircraft inside a hangar at the airport in time to arrive in BH ahead of the rest of the 
company. As Ulster was a frigate there were no spare berths for the troops. The first Lieutenant 
issued instructions to the troops which notified certain out of bounds areas, including his and the 
Captains’ cabins, and stated “It is impossible to allocate an undercover sleeping billet to each soldier. 
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Therefore, it is left to each individual to find himself a comfortable billet. If the weather is fine the 
Upper Deck should be quite suitable with the following provisions: 
Non-swimmers do not sleep too near guardrails 
Some spray may come inboard on the F’cle.” 
He also asked for up to 26 men as Messdeck and Upperdeck sweepers and Messmen.       
 
The arrangements for the move worked according to plan and the Governor’s private secretary 
reported how impressed he was by the precise timing of HMS Ulster; its mast appeared over the 
horizon seconds after he had ushered the members into the Governor’s office and closed the door. 
The meeting was soon over and as George Price’s dismissal caused no untoward reaction the 
Governor was reluctant to allow the troops to disembark from Ulster, and at one stage considered 
sending them straight back to Jamaica. However, they eventually disembarked unobtrusively under 
cover of darkness and were driven to Airport Camp where tents had been erected for them, while 
Ulster departed. 
 
As there was no delayed reaction to George Price’s dismissal A Company was able to spend two 
weeks training on the Mountain Pine Ridge before returning to Jamaica by air. As HMS Ulster was 
not available and BWIA could only spare one Viking the last platoon did not arrive back in Jamaica 
until 28 December. On 14 February they were off again, this time to the Bahamas because of a 
general strike, but that is another story. 

 
In April 1958 Princess Margaret flew out to the 
Caribbean to preside over the opening of the Federal 
Parliament and while there paid visits to British Guiana 
(BG), where C Company was based, and BH. As it was 
thought possible that the small Guatemala Air Force 
might be used to cause a diversion during the visit to 
BH, and there was no RAF presence in the Caribbean, 
the British government decided to discourage any such 
attempt. Fortunately, HMS Vidal the RN Survey ship 
was also due to undertake two months’ survey work in 
BH waters so it brought over the Band and Drums so 
they remained for an extended stay and were able to 
participate in HRH’s visit. 
 
Early on 2 May the CO and Adjutant arrived from BG on 
a BWIA Viscount with the Queen’s Colour which had 
been on parade there, together with the press corps 
covering the visit. They were followed by the arrival of 3 
RAF Canberras with a Comet in support, and at 1700 
hours by another BWIA Viscount bringing HRH and her 
entourage and escorted for the last few miles by two of 
the Canberras. There followed an action-packed four 
day visit by HRH, in which the company played a full 
part, and which had been meticulously overseen by the 

Governor who had had previous experience of organising a Royal visit. Two small glitches occurred 
on the final evening reception at Government House. What looked like a sentry box with an awning 
had been erected on the lawn for HRH to stand under while a long line of local dignitaries filed past 
to be presented. After a while the Princess was seen to be stamping her feet and lifting each leg in 
turn and slapping it; a nest of ants had erupted under her feet so she had to move position to escape 
them. By the time the line finished HRH was in dire need of a cigarette and the Governor, in a dinner 
jacket and wearing the sash of the KCMG and the CVO round his neck, escorted her up the steps 
onto the verandah, and as he reached for a cigarette box he slipped on a mat and fell on his back 
sending a shower of cigarettes into the air. The private secretary, who should have been on hand to 
rescue the situation, was so convulsed with laughter at this undignified and incongruous sight that 
he was unable to do so. 
 
HRH duly left the next day, again escorted by two Canberras. 

HRH inspecting the B Coy Guard of Honour 

escorted by Maj DJ Patrickson, Company 

Commander. Left marker Sgt Lainsbury.  
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Events & Activities 

 

This newsletter is published by the Friends of The Mercian Regiment Museum (Worcestershire), registered charity no. 

276510. Neither the whole newsletter nor extracts from it may be published or posted on the internet without permission. 

‘The Worcestershire Soldier’, The Mercian Regiment Museum (Worcestershire) 

Worcester City Art Gallery and Museum, 40 Foregate St, Worcester, WR1 1DT.Tel. 01905 25371. 10.30am – 4.30pm Mon-Sat 

(closed Sun and Bank Holidays) 

"The Friends exists to help the museum to record, preserve and display the history and traditions of The Worcestershire Regiment, 

its predecessors and successors from 1694 to the present day including the deeds and sacrifices of those who have and are serving 

in it", to join, or for further information please email museummercian@btconnec.com or 01905 721982. 


